The MSI-1 operates with McIntosh Remote Control products CR10, C38, C39, C712, MX130 and MC118. It will allow you to add to a McIntosh Remote Control System, an additional McIntosh Tuner, an additional McIntosh CD Player and any of 12 different Nakamichi tape decks. These products can be controlled by either a McIntosh Hand Held Remote Controller or a Keypad.

The MSI-1 has three serial Data Inputs that will receive data from any DATA PORT on a compatible McIntosh product. There are three parallel DATA Outputs to control the following products.

2. A seven pin DIN connector to control McIntosh CD Player Models MCD7000, MCD7005, MCD7007 and CD Charger Model MCD7008.

CONNECTING

DATA PORT connecting cables use shielded wire with 1/8” Mini Phone plugs on each end. Connections are to the Tip and Sleeve of the plug.

TUNER CONTROL cable is McIntosh Model W102.

CD CONTROL cable is McIntosh Model W101.

(McIntosh TUNER and CD CONTROL cables are included with each specific model.)

TAPE CONTROL cable is included with each Nakamichi unit.

OPERATION

When using a second McIntosh Tuner or CD Player in a system, choose an INPUT and matching DATA PORT on the Control System that is not being used for the primary Tuner and CD players.
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